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We reserve the right to change the technology and appearance of this product. If there is any change without
prior notice, please forgive me!

PART Ⅰ Safety Summary
Warning ：

 The user is strictly prohibited from being transported by any form of transport

vehicle in a wheelchair.

 It is strictly forbidden to use the brakes during the driving. If there is no

accompanying person, you can hold the handrim and gradually brake.

 It is strictly forbidden for the user to stand on the pedals, otherwise the wheelchair

will fall over.

 The user is strictly prohibited from modifying the wheelchair without the consent of

the technicians. company will not be responsible for any accident.

 Please do not stick out your body during driving, otherwise it will affect the stability

of driving.

Notice ：

1 Practice using the wheelchair with a companion before using the wheelchair.

2 On a wheelchair without an anti-roll device. Please do not sit on the wheelchair and

do the rearward movement ・

3 When using a wheelchair, please do not tilt the wheelchair to one side and do not lift

the wheelchair.

4 Please park the wheelchair on a flat place.

5 Do not place tires near heaters.

6 When opening the wheelchair, please do not hold the seat tube and press down ・

7 Adjustable pedals should be adjusted to a height of 50mm above the ground.

8 Please use it within the maximum weight range of the frame

9 Wheelchairs with anti-roll mechanism must be properly installed with anti-roll

mechanism before use



PART Ⅱ Product Use And Composition
 It is used as a means of transportation for the disabled, the sick and the

elderly and infirm.

 This product is mainly composed of frame, cross bar, armrest, armrest

board, pedal, handbrake, hand grip, front wheel, rear wheel,brake, seat

cushion, back cushion, etc.

PARTⅢMain Specification Standard

1. Wheel landing: All wheels except anti-tip wheels

must land smoothly.

2. Static stability: longitudinal ≥10°, lateral ≥15°.

3. Slope performance: ≥8°.

4. Sliding offset: ≤350mm.

5. Minimum radius of gyration: ≤0.85m.

6. Minimum conversion width: ≤1.5m.

PARTⅣ Component Detail
A Front wheel

C Seat cushion

E Hand grip

G Back cushion

I Hand rim

B Pedal

D Armrest

F Hand brake

H Rear wheel

J brake



PART Ⅴ Installation And Usage
Open method

Hold the armrests with both hands so that the left and

right frames are slightly separated. Press lightly on

both sides of the seat cushion with your palms until

the seat cushion is flat, and the wheelchair is ready

Expand.

Note: When unfolding, do not pull the armrest

hard to avoid damage to various parts, and

when pressing down on the seat cushion, do

not hold your fingers on the seat tube to avoid

pinching your fingers.

A Front wheel

C Seat cushion

E Hand grip

G Back cushion

I Hand rim

B Pedal

D Armrest

F Hand brake

H Rear wheel

J brake

Folding method

First, turn up the left and right footrests, and gently

lift the middle ends of the seat cushion with both

hands to fold it.

Get on and off wheelchair method

•Get on wheelchair

When getting into the car, brake first, then hold the

armrest tightly, and let your companion slowly help

you into the seat.

• Get off wheelchair

Be sure to brake first, and then reverse the above

method.



PARTⅥ Repair And Maintenance

After the wheelchair has been used for a period of time, it is necessary to check
whether the movement of each part and whether the bolts are loose. If there is
looseness, it should be adjusted in time to avoid unsafe hidden dangers.
A movable part should be lubricated weekly to prevent inflexible use.
After using the wheelchair, use a soft dry cloth to wipe the surface moisture
and pollution to prevent rust.
Cushions and backrests should always be kept clean to prevent skin
infection.
The wheelchair should be placed in a dry, ventilated, stable and
non-corrosive environment.
Dispose of the waste in accordance with the city's regulations on
environmental protection.

The following situations are not covered by the warranty:

①The front wheel and tire are worn or punctured, and the seat back cushion

and armrest are damaged;

②Failures caused by unauthorized disassembly, repair or modification of the

product;

③ Failure caused by accidental falling during use and handling;

④ Improper use, resulting in damage;

⑤ Failure to operate in the correct way in accordance with the instructions

⑥ Damage caused by unforeseen natural disasters.

PARTⅦAfter Sale Service
This product has quality problems other than human factors within one

week from the date of sale, and our company is responsible for refund,

replacement and repair. Under normal use and storage, if the product has

quality problems within one and a half years from the date of delivery (one

year of use), the company will provide free maintenance. This product has

quality problems after one and a half years from the date of delivery (one

year of use). Users can go to the company's after-sales service department,

office or dealer according to the invoice and warranty card, and the

company will provide spare parts for maintenance. Reasonable charges. If

the user is unable to provide the invoice, the warranty period shall be

confirmed by the company's device number or ex-factory date extended by

one month.
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